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We present a framework for value-based strategic planning combining concepts and tools from strategy and finance. Our ‘Expanded NPV’ framework reconciles flexibility and strategic commitment, viewing strategic planning as managing a portfolio of real options with competitive interactions. The flexibility and strategic value of a business strategy are interwoven with that strategy’s design. We synthesize real options and game theory to evaluate projects or acquisitions. We connect strategic planning and the underlying sources of value creation with the market value of the firm and its three main value components: expected cash flows or assets in place (NPV), flexibility (growth options), and strategic value (moves and games). We develop implications depending on simple or compound growth options, the type and competitive impact of the investment, and relative market power.
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I. Introduction

The strategic management field has, in the past decade, seen the
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development of two fundamental but seemingly contradictory views of strategy. One view is that strategic flexibility is valuable. As the competitive environment changes quite frequently, flexibility in strategic investment decisions allows firms to optimize their investments and value creation. This view partly draws on the resource-based view of the firm and the core competence arguments: a firm should invest in those resources and competencies which will give it a distinctive advantage in pursuing or exploiting a set of market opportunities. The other view, based on industrial organization economics and game theory, is that strategic commitment can be valuable. When a firm commits itself in an irreversible way to an investment or strategic plan, it can influence the strategic actions of its competitors. This creates an opportunity to realize better strategic payoffs and shareholder value.

This article presents a framework for value-based strategic planning that combines features from strategic management theory with modern valuation tools from finance. In the eighties the strategy field has seen a period when finance heavily influenced strategy research. However, this interest gradually ebbed away because it was felt that classic NPV analysis seriously constrained strategy discussions. The 'Expanded


NPV’ framework discussed here addresses this concern and deals with the new strategic thinking of reconciling flexibility and commitment. It views strategic planning as involving a portfolio of corporate real options actively managed by the firm in the context of competitive interactions.

A key contribution of this article is therefore the integration of concepts and tools from two complementary fields, strategy and finance. Our framework for strategic planning recognizes that future growth opportunity value should explicitly incorporate the impact of volatility, adaptability, and competitive responsiveness. It also recognizes the key role of adaptive resources and capabilities to enable the firm to adjust and re-deploy assets, develop and exploit synergies, and gain competitive advantage via time-to-market and first- or second-mover advantages. It proposes a way of reconciling two practical metrics, the value of assets in place and the value of future growth opportunities incorporated in the stock prices of traded companies. Both components of value can be extracted from financial market data.

II. Corporate Finance Informs Strategic Planning

We develop a conceptual framework intended to align the design of an investment strategy with the market value of the firm based on recent developments in corporate finance. We propose to use real options and game theory to evaluate individual projects or acquisitions to shape corporate strategy. An advantage of this approach is that it is consistent with and reinforces the intuitive strategic planning process. The proposed options and games approach to corporate strategy is an attempt to subject managerial intuition about the trade-off between flexibility and commitment to the discipline of a more rigorous analytical process.

Our framework connects strategic planning and the underlying sources of value creation with the market value of the firm and its three main value components. The market value of the firm is not fully captured by the expected cash flows generated by tangible assets that are currently in place (measured by its NPV) and the capabilities to utilize them efficiently. Stock market prices partly reflect a firm’s strategic growth option potential as well. It is precisely the intangible

4. Of course, different stocks generate different earnings streams and have a different
and strategic value of their growth opportunities that determines most of the market value of high-tech firms in a dynamic environment. This growth option value derives from intangible assets, resources and capabilities to adapt and generate options to undertake or capitalize on future opportunities under the right circumstances. Since growth option value derives primarily from what the firm may invest in the future, rather than from investments it has undertaken in the past, it is particularly sensitive to future competitive moves. In fact, growth option value can be vulnerable not just to the actions of known incumbents, but also to the unanticipated entry of new rivals as new technologies can change drastically the competitive landscape.

The flexibility and strategic value components of a business strategy are interwoven with that strategy’s underlying premise and design. Quantitative tools like real options and game theory can be used to complement the strategic thinking process in an interactive way. Of course one must first reason why a particular business strategy leads to value creation. Combining these tools with qualitative insights from strategic management theory can provide a richer understanding of the investment and competitive behavior of firms and the substantial growth and strategic premiums embedded in growth stocks.

Strategic management and corporate finance are seen as complementary for the design and valuation of an investment strategy. To properly link corporate strategy with the value creation process of the firm one needs to first identify the project’s main value drivers. These value drivers help provide an interface between the quantitative project valuation methodology and the qualitative strategic planning process that focuses on competitive advantage and the sources of value creation.

III. An Expanded Valuation Framework

An important step in bridging the gap between traditional corporate finance theory and strategic planning is the development of an expanded valuation framework that enables a more comprehensive analysis of the relevant value components. Besides the value of expected cash flows from already committed investments, valuation and capital appraisal growth potential. Growth stocks (e.g., in bio-tech, pharmaceuticals or information technology) typically have high price-earnings and market-to-book ratios.
methods should properly also capture the flexibility and strategic value components which may contribute significantly to an adaptive firm’s market value in an uncertain competitive environment.

Our strategic framework supports a dynamic strategy design and valuation that encompasses NPV analysis and incorporates the dynamic-tree features of real options and game theory when they are relevant. NPV analysis captures the value of management’s expected scenario of cash flows, while real options provide an appropriate valuation procedure when future developments are likely to unfold differently than expected. Moreover, when competitors can affect each other’s behavior, a broader strategic analysis (often relying on game theory principles) is also called for.

This new valuation approach, based on the combined insights from real options and game theory, is intended to capture the additional flexibility and strategic value beyond the narrow expected cash flow benefits of Net Present Value. It views a firm’s growth opportunities as a package of corporate real options that is actively managed by the firm and which may be affected by competitive actions and the introduction of new technologies. If a firm’s investment decisions are contingent upon and sensitive to competitors’ moves, competitive strategies should be analyzed using a combination of option valuation and game-theoretic industrial organization principles, as the two may interact.

The strategic value of making an early investment commitment to influence competitive behavior in a way that is beneficial to the investing firm must be offset against the flexibility or option value of waiting, and may potentially justify early investment. In our proposed expanded or strategic NPV framework, investment can have two main effects on a firm’s value compared to a “wait-and-see” strategy: (i) A flexibility or option-value effect, reflecting the value of management’s ability to wait to invest in the business under uncertain conditions; and (ii) A strategic commitment value effect since early investment may signal a credible commitment that can influence competitors’ investment decisions.

In this broader context that incorporates additional flexibility and the strategic considerations of competitive interaction, besides the value of expected cash flows from assets in place and committed plans, business strategy decisions must be based on an expanded NPV criterion.

---

5. Early investment would enhance the commitment value, but sacrifice flexibility value compared to a wait-and-see strategy.
reflecting total market value:

Expanded (strategic) NPV = (passive) NPV + Flexibility (option) value + Strategic value.

This expanded framework allows combining three main value components. Each is discussed in more detail below.

A. (Passive) NPV: Sustaining Competitive Advantage

To understand the sources of value creation behind a project’s positive (expanded) NPV, one must first examine the various value drivers to understand why a particular project is more valuable for this particular company than for its competitors. How firms achieve and sustain competitive advantage that allows earning a return in excess of the opportunity cost of capital is a fundamental question in the field of strategic management. In competitive markets, excess profits attract new entrants or imitation by competitors. Such competitive forces would tend to drive a firm’s rate of return down to its cost of capital. In rivalry, excess profits can only exist if the firm has a sustainable competitive advantage that can block pervasive forces of duplication by competitors. 6

Competitive advantage reflects a firm’s ability to perform superior relative to its competitors and eventually results in an excess return over industry profitability. When the advantage can persist over a long period and is resistant to current and potential competitor attempts to imitate, it will result in excess returns and positive (expanded) NPV. The internal resources and capabilities the firm has in its disposal to play the

6. Value creation due to competitive advantage can result from several broad generic strategies, e.g., a cost advantage that allows the firm to produce at lower cost than its competitors or a differentiation advantage that allows the firm to charge a price premium. A cost leadership strategy exploits opportunities that are sources of cost advantage, provided they are not currently exploited by others. For instance, a firm can exploit economies of scale or learning by operating at large quantities while keeping its quality similar to its competitors. A cost leadership position is more likely to be adopted when demand sensitivity to price is highly elastic, more commodity-like and customer services are hard to differentiate. Differentiation can be an important competitive advantage when the firm can create distinctive capabilities and core competences that enable it to charge a price premium. This strategy can be relatively more attractive when price elasticity of demand is low, and when the differentiated nature of products or services allows enhancing its perceived value by customers.
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game in the market shape its strategic position in the industry. A superior strategic position will result in above-average profitability and attract efforts by potential rivals to duplicate the advantage. Sustainable competitive advantage depends on isolating mechanisms in the firm’s resource position that can avoid imitation. Firms can make strategic moves such as obtaining first-mover advantages or patents to protect their value creation. But in dynamic market environments, excess profitability can only persist if the firm has gathered together a bundle of capabilities and options to adjust by re-configuring and re-deploying its resources more effectively than its competitors.

B. Flexibility (Options) Value: Adaptive Capabilities

Where does growth option value come from? To answer this question we must first understand that the internal resources and capabilities of a firm are explicitly linked to environmental opportunities. Firms who use their internal strengths in exploiting environmental opportunities, while moving in a prudent, staged fashion, are more likely to gain competitive advantage. An important question for value creation is: What opportunities exist for dynamically optimizing the use of a firm’s resources? A firm’s resources are more valuable if they lead to corporate growth options. Tangible resources, such as plant and machinery, may have simple options to expand. But the value of intangible resources, such as patents, critically depends on the generation of future growth options for the firm. Once management knows which of its resources and core capabilities are most important, it can leverage them to enhance competitive advantage.

The intangible value of investments that make up part of the firm’s resources derives primarily from the set of options to invest in future growth. Strategic plans often encompass projects which, if measured by cash flows alone, typically appear to have a negative net present value, when in fact they may create a strategic position to invest in valuable follow-on opportunities. An early investment in research and development (R&D), for instance, may seem unattractive if its direct measurable cash flows are considered in isolation. Such a strategic R&D investment should not be seen as a one-time investment at the outset; proper analysis requires explicit consideration of its follow-on commercial and related spin-off applications. In practice firms use strategic investments to enhance their strategic position and appreciate the value of flexibility to react to a dynamic environment.
The real options perspective suggests that, as information over the success of a multi-stage investment such as R&D is revealed, management has valuable flexibility to decide whether to proceed to the next stage, terminate or otherwise alter its future investment plans. An R&D investment, a pilot project, or entry into a new geographical market have add-on strategic value precisely because they can create or exploit future investment opportunities. Like a call option, the value of the growth options of a firm is influenced by uncertainty, time to maturity, and interest rates.

Thinking of investment opportunities as real options can be facilitated via an option-based classification scheme (see figure 1). The first question managers must ask is, what are the value characteristics of the investment opportunity? Normal investment opportunities that realize their benefits primarily through operating cash inflows are similar to simple options. Compound or multi-stage options, on the other hand, have more strategic value. They should be seen as a first link in a sequence of investment opportunities over time. Strategic investments such as R&D, exploration drilling for oil or a pilot project, create valuable follow-on investment opportunities.

Another major aspect affecting the value of a corporate real option
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concerns the corporation’s ability to fully appropriate the resulting opportunities for itself or not. Proprietary options can result from license or patent protection. These options represent unique knowledge that cannot be duplicated by competitors, or that exist within a monopoly market structure. Shared options, on the other hand, are those held by more than one competitor in the industry. They include the opportunity to introduce a new product that is not protected from possible introduction of copies, or to penetrate a new geographic market without any barriers of entry by competitors.

A firm’s business strategy involves developing and managing an optimal mix or portfolio of such simple (normal) and multi-stage (strategic) investment opportunities. Portfolio approaches that can optimize the bundle of simple and compound growth options can help managers to balance and manage their options portfolio mix. A portfolio approach should consider the balance between direct profitability from commercialization captured by NPV and the value of growth opportunities (PVGO). The mix of simple and compound options in the firm’s options portfolio is closely related to the exploration-exploitation activity of the firm. Industries with a high level of innovation in dynamic environments have more compound optional opportunities and higher PVGO-to-price ratios than firms with less R&D activities.

Growth stocks (e.g., in information technology, pharmaceuticals, or consumer electronics) tend to have a higher growth option value component (PVGO) than income stocks, for two reasons. First, they operate in more volatile and rapidly evolving industries characterized by more frequent technological innovations and a more intensely competitive environment, with the higher underlying volatility being translated into higher (simple) option value. Second, they tend to have a higher mix of compound (multi-stage or growth) options than simple (cash-generating) options, which further lever up their strategic option value (being options on options). This higher (growth) option value, in turn, gets translated into higher market valuations for high-tech or growth stocks that may appear excessive from the perspective of standard DCF valuation methods.

While technological opportunities may vary across industries, adaptive capabilities may be an important source of competitive advantage within industries. Adaptive capabilities reflecting the capacity of organisations to renew their competences and adapt flexibly can be an important source of competitive advantage in an environment characterized by rapid changes. The dynamic capabilities framework of Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997) emphasizes how organizations first develop firm-specific capabilities and how they renew their
competences to respond to shifts in their business environment. Management must develop capabilities to appropriately adapt and reconfigure skills, resources and competences to match the changing requirements of a dynamic environment. Learning and experimentation can help identify new production opportunities. This requires constant surveillance of markets and technologies for various types of opportunities that enable management to adapt more efficiently. The ability to effectuate necessary adjustments requires scanning the environment, evaluating markets and competitors, and quickly accomplishing reconfiguration and transformation ahead of competition.

From a real options and dynamic capabilities perspective, where the firm is going in the future depends both on the historical path it has traveled, the technological opportunities that lie ahead and management’s dynamic strategic plans. As soon as management starts down a path, it is faced with uncertainty about developments in the industry and competitive moves, and it needs to respond flexibly to these developments. As we begin to think in options terms, each project in a strategic investment program can be seen as a necessary link in generating follow-on options to invest, or as part of a bundle of corporate options and competences that extends over the long term. These options and competences may lose their value if they no longer matter in the marketplace or if they can be readily replicated by competitors. Management should not treat the trajectory and pattern of related outlays along a strategic path as a static scenario, but instead dynamically adjust it depending on uncertain developments in the business environment. A firm engaged in R&D may find the path ahead closed off, though break-throughs in related areas may still become attractive. Likewise, if the path ahead is extremely attractive, there may be no incentive for a firm to shift the allocation of resources away from its traditional pursuits.

A competence-building strategy is “history” dependent. The chosen path today does not only define which investment alternatives are open to the firm today, but it also constrains its choices in the future. Path dependencies arise when investment choices are costly to reverse and affect the value of future investment alternatives. Path dependencies limit options for switching along various strategic paths.


8. On the other hand, cooperation in R&D and coordination of a product standard among competitors may potentially increase the total economic pie for the industry.
C. Strategic Value: Moves and Games

Game theory, sometimes referred to as strategic conflict in the strategic management literature, analyzes strategic moves and the nature of competitive interaction between firms. Companies make strategic moves to influence a rival’s behavior in an advantageous way. Examples of strategic moves include an early irreversible investment, a threat of a price war or law suit, a promise to cooperate, or an announcement of a path-breaking discovery.

Similar to other mechanisms used to protect the profitability of an industry against potential entrants, like high entry or exit barriers, firms make strategic moves to protect their competitive advantage against erosion or duplication from existing competitors. A firm can use a deterrence strategy of signaling retaliation actions or can adopt an early-mover strategy to exploit pre-empting advantages. Early-mover advantages in the competitive exercise of real options are important “isolating mechanisms” avoiding duplication by competitors. There are also potential interactions among the value components. The commitment effect of an early mover advantage may help sustain a competitive advantage from assets in place (NPV) or help appropriate growth option value.

With first-mover advantages, pre-commitment can be used to influence competitive behavior to a firm’s advantage, e.g., by increasing the acquisition cost or reducing user revenues for competitors with a weaker position. Consider an early mover that invests aggressively in large-scale production facilities in a market with economies of scale. Investment in excess production capacity here serves as a credible commitment. Later entrants would face less valuable expansion opportunities as they would expand with a reduced scale to avoid a market-share battle. By making it more difficult for others to catch up, an early investment commitment can lead to higher profits for the early-moving firm. Similarly, first-mover advantages can be gained with

---

9. A game describes a strategic context where decisions of firms are interdependent. This can be a zero-sum game, involving the division of a given economic pie, as well as cooperation or mutual benefit decisions that can enhance total value. In the first case, the gain of one firm is the other firm’s loss. For instance, in electronics or pharmaceuticals firms enter into patent races to improve their competitive position and their ability to appropriate the growth opportunities in the industry at the expense of their rivals.

10. A move will have little effect or credibility if it can be costlessly undone. To be effective, such strategic moves must involve irreversible or costly commitments.
proprietary technological leads, experience curve effects, customer
loyalty with buyer switching costs, network externalities, reputation and
buyer choice under uncertainty.

Although an early investment commitment would kill the option
value to “wait-and-see” and potentially invest later, it can make the firm
better off from a strategic perspective. Lack of flexibility to retreat from
the market may alter a competitor’s beliefs about the intensity of
potential competition and the future profitability in the market.
Inflexibility or “burning one’s bridges” may signal commitment to
pursue the chosen strategy to the very end. If a competitor is forced to
react in a desired way this inflexibility has significant commitment
value.

In some cases there may be early-mover disadvantages (or
late-mover advantages). For instance, in cases where the benefits of the
strategic investment are shared, later movers may free-ride on a
pioneering firm’s investment. This may be the case in R&D, some types
of infrastructure investments, and buyer education. In addition to the
ability to free-ride on an early-mover investment, late movers may
benefit from the resolution of technological and market uncertainty or
from technological discontinuities that open up new technology options.
The option value to wait is important when uncertainty is high and there
is benefit from waiting to exercise investments as uncertainty gets
resolved. Early-movers may risk failure to establish a sustainable
competitive advantage because they may bet on the wrong technology
when there is substantial uncertainty about the future product standard.
On the other hand, early entry might be attractive in cases where the
firm can influence the way this uncertainty gets resolved.

Game theory coupled with real options valuation can yield powerful
insights in these strategic situations. The combined framework
described here provides a dynamic view of business strategy to assist
practitioners in the building of long-run competitive advantage and
strategic adaptability.

IV. Strategic Planning, Option Games Interaction and Impact
on Market Value

Value creation suggests that managers should focus their investment
strategy on the relevant value drivers that affects both assets in place as
well as growth options. In fact, they should target and reflect to
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optimally manage dynamically the project mix between assets in place and growth options, as this will ultimately affect the firms.\footnote{11} Growth options turn into assets in place as they are optimally exercised over time. Table 1 summarizes the relevant value drivers, strategy, growth options and strategic moves that can help build a strategic position. Columns 1 and 2 in Table 1 relate a value-creating strategy to opportunities or market imperfections in the external environment. For instance, in one market a market-leader strategy might be successful because of economies of scale, while in another strategy might be a success due to product differentiation and technological innovation. Each strategy encompasses a set of operational and strategy decisions in addition to investment in resources. A cost-leader strategy, for example, utilizes a low price policy to enable the firm to quickly expand market share, construction in facilities of efficient scale, and investment in cost-reducing production.

Firms naturally scan the external environment for resources which fit well with the assets and capabilities they already have in place and for which they are likely to face less competition. Proper strategy design thus requires careful consideration of strategic investments that can build competitive advantage and allow leveraging follow-on commercial projects. Multi-stage (compound) options have more strategic value in that they enhance subsequent commercial option value. The benefits of later commercialization that may be made possible by an early strategic investment must be properly captured by determining the option value of the overall strategy. Each project in a strategic investment program can be viewed as a link in creating future commercial opportunities, and should therefore be analyzed with option valuation techniques. Compound options, such as R&D, pilot projects in a new market, or up-front goodwill investments, create a resource barrier that provides defense against potential entrants. Patents, proprietary technologies, or know-how, reputation or brand-name equity capital serve to protect, enhance or leverage the value of commercialization options. The more proprietary the strategic benefits of a growth option, the more the option enhances competitive advantage and the more valuable the overall strategy will be.

In designing and valuing a strategic investment program, management must be careful to recognize competitive interactions.

### TABLE 1. Value Drivers, Strategy, and Strategic Interactions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Driver</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Growth Options</th>
<th>Strategic Moves</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) Differentiation (unique, innovative products)</td>
<td>The value creation is aimed at achieving proprietary knowledge, coupled with marketing for customer acceptance. Important in: Industries involving innovative or unique products, e.g., pharmaceutical industry, information technology and electronics.</td>
<td>The strategy encompasses a portfolio mix of compound options, e.g., R&amp;D followed by prototyping pilot projects in new markets. High technical uncertainty over success of R&amp;D, due to implicit leverage, coupled with high commercial uncertainty and strategic uncertainty over product acceptance. Adaptive capabilities enhance the value of flexibility.</td>
<td>Commitment effect of first-mover advantage due to patents, buyer switching costs or network externalities, whereby an early mover develops a larger installed base. Increased technological intensity coupled with shorter life cycles makes preventing early imitation difficult. Often the costs of imitation are lower than the costs of innovation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Reputation/brand equity leveraging</td>
<td>Strategy aimed at creating reputation or brand equity, establishing a leading position in quality or service, differentiating the corporation's products from those of competitors in the minds of customers.</td>
<td>Strategic goodwill investments in advertising and marketing allow generating brand equity, generating future expansion options. Low technological and commercial uncertainty.</td>
<td>Commitment effect may depend on the position of the firm and competitive reactions. Reputation and buyer choice under uncertainty may serve as isolating mechanisms for early-movers. If buyers have imperfect information regarding product quality, they may hold on to an early brand that performs satisfactory.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Driver</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Strategic Interactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Reputation/brand equity</td>
<td>Important in: Industries with brand-name capital, such as soft drinks or the cigarette industry. The reputation company should be highly respected to be a successful platform for future growth opportunities.</td>
<td>Here, there is a threat of reciprocating reactions: advertising may result in more advertising and price competition may make everybody worse off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leveraging</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) Economies of scope</td>
<td>Expansion aimed at gaining cost advantages associated with scope, producing and selling multiple products related by a common technology, product facilities or network. Important in: Industries where a cost advantage exists, when the same investment can support multiple profitable activities at different locations.</td>
<td>Options that allow switching among different technologies, products or locations and leveraging of competences onto a broad geographical or financial base. For instance, R&amp;D generating compound options resulting from critical technologies that cut across businesses. Various simple, commercial options over a broad product line.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A scope-based strategic position results from resources that can be used in several products. A given resource position often has consequences for several products.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Driver</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Growth Options</th>
<th>Strategic Moves</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(iv) Build up scale</td>
<td>The key towards competitive advantage here is building size in a fragmented market. The strategy is aimed at market leadership with an investment and pricing policy that fully exploits economies of scale. <strong>Important in:</strong> Fragmented industries with large fixed investments in R&amp;D or production, banking, automobiles, oil.</td>
<td>Infrastructure or platform investments that generate options to expand more quickly. This resource position enables the firm to pre-empt expansion opportunities in the market.</td>
<td>Early commitment is valuable when the minimum efficient scale is large relative to the market size and a small number of firms can fit in the market without creating overcapacity. Capacity games often involve contrarian reactions. Late movers may be reluctant to pay for the infrastructure resource since they would be faced with higher cost or might face the threat of price competition due to excess capacity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v) Absolute cost advantage</td>
<td>Expansion aimed at achieving the lowest delivered cost position in the industry, especially if cost savings are proprietary to the firm.</td>
<td>Early exercise of growth options may generate a cost advantage or experience curve effects. For instance, acquisition of favorable locations or exploration investments in the petroleum industry to acquire favorable areas at low cost.</td>
<td>Early commitment (exercise of real options) may result in a cost advantage or experience effect. Capitalizing on expansion opportunities involving experience effects depends on the ability of the firm to keep experience benefits proprietary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value Driver</td>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>Growth Options</td>
<td>Strategic Moves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v) Absolute cost advantage</td>
<td>Important in:</td>
<td></td>
<td>When experience effects are proprietary, later resource producers will face an uphill battle with earlier producers who have achieved lower costs. Later acquirers would consequently face less valuable expansion opportunities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Industries where proprietary knowledge, a learning cost effect, efficient supply or favorable locations result in a cost advantage, e.g., natural resource industries.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When the benefits of a pioneer’s growth options are proprietary, later entrants would expect lower value for their own expansion opportunities. But when the benefits are shared, strategic uncertainty may also reduce the costs of later entrants. Innovative investments are critically dependent on the ability of the innovative firm to appropriate the resulting benefits. When benefits are proprietary, a technological lead will enable a firm to better capitalize on valuable follow-on options in a later-stage exercise game. It may also enable the firm to motivate and retain better people. When the results are shared or can be easily replicated by followers, imitation may be easier than invention.

V. Implications of the Option Games Framework

The proposed expanded NPV framework can capture both the strategic commitment value of competitive initiatives or reactions, as well as the flexibility value of altering planned investments in pursuing a business strategy under uncertainty. By contrast to the flexibility value implicit in a “wait-and-see” or staged approach, early irreversible investment may entail commitment value if it informs competitors about the future profitability of their options in a given market. We develop several implications of our framework depending on the simple or compound nature of the firm’s options, the type and competitive impact of the investment, and the strategic context of the market.

A. Investment Timing Games for Simple Options

As entry barriers and the number of competing firms can determine the intensity of competition and market power in an industry, competitive moves can influence the value and timing of commercial projects. A deferrable project in a monopoly situation can be seen as an exclusive investment opportunity that can benefit from a wait-and-see strategy. On the other hand, postponement of a shared option in a fragmented competitive market implies a potential loss in expected value of the project due to anticipated entry by competitors. In the absence of a structural competitive advantage it may sometimes be justified to invest early to preclude this erosion of value.

An oligopoly situation lies in between. When a few firms with individual market power are competing in the industry, a firm’s investment decisions are made with the explicit recognition that they
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FIGURE 2.— Timing Strategies of Follow-on Investments under Competition

may invite competitive reaction, which in turn impacts the value of the investment opportunity. In a duopoly, a prisoners’ dilemma situation can occur in which the competitive pressure of the other firm investing first and winning the innovation race induces both firms to invest prematurely. Instead, it would have been better for the two firms to defer investment in case of low project value and uncertain market demand. If the firms can (implicitly) coordinate their investment, they may find it preferable to postpone to jointly optimize against demand uncertainty.

If the competitors’ market power differs, we can distinguish among different investment timing strategies. When early-mover advantages are present, timing strategy is based on the firm’s strength in relation to its competitors. A competitor with a stronger resource position would likely have more valuable options. Pre-emptive exercise of its options can affect the acquisition cost (exercise price) or the user revenues (underlying value) for weaker competitors. If the firm is able to use an early-mover advantage in its favour, it can create a situation where it becomes increasingly difficult for others to catch up. The value erosion for late-movers will be greater if the market power of the leader is

---

higher, because an early investment on its part will take away a large market share. A firm with substantial market power can sometimes pre-empt a competitor. Projects with low net present value from immediate exercise are more likely to be postponed. Low project value by weaker companies makes them vulnerable to pre-emption by a stronger competitor with high project value.

Based on the strength of a firm in relation to its competitors (dominant or weak) and the value of the project in relation to the risk of pre-emption, one can develop simple option investment strategies as illustrated in figure 3.

(I) Projects that have relatively small net present value (NPV) from immediate investment and relatively larger flexibility value in uncertain markets are better candidates to be postponed. If a company has a dominant market position in its industry, there is little threat of complete pre-emption by a weaker competitor. The firm can safely postpone the project and decide to invest later if the market develops favorably or if the weaker competitor invests first, especially if it can prove the market without gaining a significant market share.

**FIGURE 3.— Sign of the Strategic Effect and Competitive Strategies Following a Tough or Accommodating Position under Contrarian or Reciprocating Competition**
(II) Projects with relatively high NPVs in relation to the risk of pre-emption and less flexibility value are less likely to be postponed. There may be a high opportunity cost from deferment in the form of lost operating cash flows during the deferment period, inducing a dominant company to invest early.

(III) If the company has a weak position in the market, the project will not likely have a large NPV up-front. Only later, if the market develops sufficiently, will it make sense to initiate the project.

(IV) If the company has a weak market position but its particular project nonetheless appears to have a positive NPV, it should invest immediately if it can pre-empt competitors or create a cost advantage. However, because of its weak position, there is a risk that a stronger competitor can come in subsequently and erode its NPV, even turn it negative ex-post.

In general, the company will tend to postpone commercial projects when net present value is low and market demand is uncertain. The degree of non-exclusiveness of the investment opportunity also influences the investment strategy. When there are many competitors, each with negligible market power, their entry can erode some of the value of the project and can be treated as exogeneous. When there are few competitors with great individual market power, however, competitive interaction must be considered through option games and sometimes there can be a threat of complete pre-emption.

B. Investment Games Involving Strategic Options

Considerer a sequence of investment decisions by a pioneer firm in which a first-stage strategic (e.g., R&D) investment commitment influences its relative cost position vis-à-vis its competitor in the commercialisation stage and the subsequent cash-generating investment decisions by either competitor. The trade-off between flexibility and the strategic commitment value of the first-stage R&D investment may interact with market structure by altering the competitor’s equilibrium quantity or changing the market structure altogether.

An early strategic investment would reduce option or flexibility value, other things constant, but it can have a high or low (even negative) net commitment value, depending on the strategic effects. A
key factor in determining the commitment value and an appropriate competitive strategy is whether an early strategic commitment makes the pioneer firm more “tough” (i.e., whether it can appropriate the resulting benefits and hurt its competitors), or “accommodating” (i.e., whether the resulting advantage can be shared with and benefit its rivals) in the commercialization phase. A second factor is whether competitive reactions are reciprocating or contrarian, i.e., whether the competitors’ reactions are similar or whether they are opposite.

Often quantity-type competition, when a larger quantity produced by one firm (e.g., capturing a larger market share via economies of scale or a learning-cost advantage) results in a lower quantity for its competitor in equilibrium, is regarded as contrarian. Competitive reactions are typically reciprocating (or complementary) under price competition. Here, a low price setting by one firm is expected to be matched by a low price by the competing firm, resulting in lower profit margins for both. Such price wars have often been disastrous in the food, tobacco and airline industries. In such situations, firms may be better off if the leading firm sets a higher price instead that competitors would follow, allowing implicit coordination benefits. Box Insert Illustration 1 provides an example of reciprocating price competition and retaliation in the cigarette industry. (See appendix A)

In some cases, an early investment commitment can be a strategic disadvantage if it reduces the firm’s ability to respond toward aggressive competitors who can exploit shared benefits from the strategic investment, or if it provokes a retaliating competitive response and intense rivalry. Based on a combination of real options valuation with basic game-theory principles from industrial organization, we distinguish various competitive investment strategies depending on whether competitive actions are reciprocating or contrarian, and whether the resulting benefits are proprietary (tough) or shared (accommodating):

(I) When competitive actions are contrarian and the benefits of strategic investment can be appropriated by the pioneering firm at the expense of its competition, the firm should commit to an offensive strategy and invest early. Strategic commitment makes the firm tougher in the commercialization stage by creating a proprietary advantage when investing in follow-on projects. If competitive actions (e.g., quantities) are contrarian, competition will retreat in the commercial stage and the pioneering firm can become a leader as demand grows.
(II) When the benefits of strategic investment are shared and contrarian competition would respond aggressively, the firm should not invest immediately but rather follow a flexible but offensive strategy. By delaying strategic investment, it prevents its competition from exploiting the resulting shared benefits to grow at its own expense.

(III) When the benefits of strategic investment can be appropriated by the firm at the expense of competition, and competition may reciprocate with an aggressive response, the firm should follow a flexible and inoffensive strategy. The firm should avoid committing to the strategic project to preserve its resources and flexibility and avoid intensified price competition in the later stage of the market.

(IV) When the strategic investment benefits both firms and competition would reciprocate with an accommodating position (e.g., maintaining high industry prices), the pioneer should follow a committing but inoffensive strategy. It may invest in goodwill in an inoffensive way, avoiding intense price competition that would hurt the industry. Through maintaining higher prices, both firms may enjoy more profitable follow-on commercial options.

The above analysis of competitive strategies can be extended to incorporate the impact of additional factors, such as uncertainty in market demand and a stochastic outcome of the R&D effort, incomplete or asymmetric information, R&D competition versus cooperation in a joint research venture, and learning or experience cost effects. We next discuss implications of our proposed framework. (See appendix B)

VI. Implications For Strategic Analysis

In the new dynamic competitive landscape that high tech and other industries are facing today, it becomes essential for firms to be more flexible in their investment programs, allowing management to change the amount, rate, timing or scale of investment in response to new, unexpected developments and competitive moves. The above framework marrying real options valuation with game-theoretic industrial organization principles enables a proper accounting of interdependencies among the early strategic commitment and sequential follow-on decisions in a competitive interactive setting. This article
advocated an expanded NPV decision rule and valuation process for analyzing various competitive strategies by integrating real options with basic principles from game-theoretic industrial organization and strategic management.

Implementing the integrated games and options methodology and estimating the boundaries of key input parameters is subject to some limitations.\(^{13}\) As with any approach, the valuation results are sensitive to hard-to-estimate parameters such as investment outlays in future opportunities and the level of technical and demand uncertainty. Option parameters (e.g., exercise price, firm-specific volatility or option maturity) in practical applications are likely to be idiosyncratic for each firm. For instance, the exercise cost or exercise capacity of a firm may depend on what other organizational assets and resources the firm has accumulated. The value of the underlying cash flows (V) is also likely to be idiosyncratic, as some firms may earn a premium because of reputation or other effects. The uncertainty each firm faces is likely to be idiosyncratic as well. Higher firm-specific uncertainty increases the value of the firm’s growth options, increasing its incentive for waiting in the trade-off between strategic commitment and flexibility. Furthermore, beyond the technical uncertainty of the innovative (R&D) process, organizational and strategic uncertainties may also be subject to influence. To have more confidence in the numbers, strategic planning and numerical valuation should complement each other. Given the diversity of investment problems, the options-and-games framework can provide a guide for evaluating investment alternatives. Obviously the model needs to be tailored to specific organizations.

The real options-and-games approach to evaluating competitive strategies is an attempt to subject strategic intuition to the discipline of a more rigorous analytical process. The combined framework can help guide managerial judgment in deciding whether and when it is appropriate to grow locally or globally, and when participation in a network or a strategic alliance is the preferred route. We believe that simplified versions of the options-and-games framework will gradually

\(^{13}\) Any quantitative valuation attempt involving competitive games should be taken with caution as it is typically predicated on assumptions about predicted rational behavior on the part of competitors that may not fully represent practical reality. A promising avenue where games may require little rationality and players may reach equilibrium by communicating, adapting, or evolving rather than calculating the equilibrium is discussed in Camerer (1991). New developments in game theory in combination with option theory can make the analysis more dynamic. See Camerer, C. F. 1991. Does Strategy Research Need Game Theory? *Strategic Management Journal* 12 (Winter): 137-152.
find their practical implementation in many key domains, such as the valuation of joint research ventures, alliances or platform acquisitions.

In order to enable this approach as a practical aid to corporate planners, it is useful to develop appropriate user-friendly software with simulation capabilities. For normative kinds of applications, a discrete-time binomial analysis maybe the most suitable approach. It preserves important features such as modularity to embed the many strategic features necessary for a realistic setting, tractability of the paths in the model, and incorporating potentially multiple underlying stochastic asset processes (under Brownian motion, mean reversion etc). In addition, it may accommodate an exogenous chance of competitive entry, obsolescence or catastrophic shocks.

Given the increasing attention paid by corporations to option-pricing application and implementation issues, the practical use of real option analysis looks quite promising. Real options concepts and tools have been considered by leading firms in natural resources, pharmaceuticals, telecommunications, consumer electronics and subsequently are being considered in most business areas.

Accepted by: Prof. P. Theodossiou, Editor-in-Chief, March 2009

Appendix

A. Box Insert Illustration 1: Reciprocating Price Competition and Retaliation in the Cigarette Industry

The US cigarette industry is a good example of retaliatory behavior via advertising and price competition. The cigarette industry is an oligopolistic market characterized by reciprocating competitive reactions. Advertising expenditures are used to differentiate a firm’s products to gain market share. This often invites a retaliating tough campaign from rivals, forcing firms to invest more heavily in advertising.

The accompanying figure shows the stock price performance of several cigarette producers. When dominant firms such as RJR Nabisco and Philip Morris, announce their intention to raise their prices, it seems the other cigarette producers follow within days. The dominant firms’ response seems soft or accommodating towards the rivals. Most of the time this industry exhibits coordination in prices, which makes firms in
this industry highly profitable. However, from 93 -95 the decision of one player to go after this discount niche-market invited a retaliating reaction by the larger competitors. In a reciprocating tit-for-tat fashion the large competitors introduced their own lines of discount cigarettes. Following this temporary price war the coordination in cigarette prices was subsequently restored. In the subsequent period the cigarette industry faced legal challenges that led to decline in stock prices.

Chronology of events:

1. Coordination period. Coordination in prices results in superior price performance for the larger cigarette producers compared to the S&P 500 index and the smaller producers.

2. A price war in the early 90's due to reciprocating competition results in a general decline in the stock prices of cigarette producers (while the S&P 500 index shows a steady increase).

3. Coordination returns. Philip Morris’s market value is on the rise.

4. RJ Reynolds spins off from RJR Nabisco.

5. Rising legal claims result in a decline in stock prices for the cigarette industry (the S&P 500 remains stable).
B. Box Insert Illustration 2: “Learning” to Play the Game in Electronics

In the late seventies, the introduction of different types of video recorders confirmed that tough positions and reciprocating reactions often result in intensified competition. Philips launched the V2000 system to compete with Sony’s Betamax and JVC’s VHS system. Instead of following one common product standard, tough positions taken by these companies resulted in an intense market-share battle. This "winner takes all" attitude ultimately proved harmful for the players and turned out to be a "negative-sum game".

In today's competitive landscape, firms may choose to compete on one aspect while cooperating on another at the same time. This was illustrated by the subsequent development of the CD technology a decade later. Philips recognized that the CD player would be more successful if other firms would also be willing to produce CDs and CD players with a common standard. Philips and Sony exchanged licenses to acquire an install-base for the CD player. The joint development of the CD and the DVD turned out to be a success, resulting in a range of subsequent growth opportunities. It is now apparent that the development of the CD has been a far greater success than initially expected, and the collaboration was beneficial for all players.

Philips had many options associated with the CD technology: an option to wait while doing further research on CD technology, to accelerate or abandon research, to introduce pilot products in a test market, and to start large-scale commercialization. In these cases strategic decisions about technology investment should be based on an expanded view, taking into account the value of the portfolio of embedded options. Beyond this, the analysis must address an additional key aspect: the game-like interaction with competition (Sony). Neglecting this dynamic aspect could have resulted in a disaster, like in the video recorder launch. A proper strategy contingent plan must take into account the interplay between competitors and their joint strategic "moves", just like in a chess game.